
APPENDIX II

Effective RL and C in the Feedback Loop

Effective Load:

The output power range for this regulator is 24.5W to 6O.0W. The reflected resistance in the
auxiliary l2V primary-side supply is therefore:
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assuming that losses in the transformer and output filters are negligible.

Effective Filter Capacitor:

ESR considerations prevail in the choice of output filter capacitors. For a 50% maximum
duty cycle, peak output ripple currents are calculated as follows:
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where isp = peak secondary current
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The ESR requirements are therefore:
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Using low-cost aluminum electrolytic capacitors, these ESR requirements can be met with
the following capacitance values:

C5 = IO,OOO,uF

Cl2 = 4700,uF

The total effective capacitance in the auxiliary supply is given by
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=4500,uF
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